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Exercise 1 Denotation of small-step semantics (2 Points)

Let C be the command

y := 1;

while (x!=1) do

y := y * x;

x := x - 1.

Show that ⟦C⟧S(s) = {
{x↦ 1, y ↦ s(x)!}, for s(x) ≥ 1

�, otherwise
, where ⟦⋅⟧S is the denotation

function of commands in small-step semantics.

Exercise 2 The abort statement (4 Points)

Extend the small-step semantics from the lecture with rules for the abort statement.
Your rules should be chosen such that the small- and big-step semantics of the extended
While language are equivalent. Prove that the small- and big-step semantics are indeed
equivalent, using the semantic functions for small- and big-step semantics.

Exercise 3 Exceptions (2 Points)

We extend the While language with statements
throw E and try S1 catch x S2 finalize S3

The idea is to introduce untyped exceptions (i.e. the catch statement can not differ
between different types of exceptions):

• If a throw E is encountered all following commands are skipped (i.e. not executed)
until the (inner-most) catch x S2 statement.

• In such a case variable x is bound to the value of expression E in the command
S2.

• If the catch command S2 is reached in a non-exceptional case, it is not executed.

• In both (exceptional and non-exceptional) cases the S3 statement is executed (Note:
If an exception is thrown in S2, S3 is not executed).

• Execution of statements following the finalize statement is as usual.

Extend the big-step semantics accordingly.



Exercise 4 Small-step semantics for blocks (4 Points)

Provide small-step semantics for the While language extended with blocks (see Local
Declarations in the lectures). (You will have to extend configurations in some appropriate
way).

Exercise 5 Derivation tree for factorial program (4 Points)

Consider the following recursive procedure in the extended While language with dy-
namic scope rules for variables and procedures:

begin proc fac is begin var z := x;

if x = 1 then skip

else (x := x-1; call fac; y := z*y)

end;

(y := 1; call fac)

end

Construct a derivation tree for the execution of this statement from a state s where s x

= 3.

Exercise 6 Hoare Logic (4 Points)

Use Hoare Logic to prove that the following program computes m = (∑N
i=1 i!):

i ∶= 0;
m ∶= 0;
while i ≠ N do

i ∶= i + 1;
j ∶= 0;
k ∶= 1;
while j ≠ i do
j ∶= j + 1;
k ∶= k ⋅ j;

m ∶=m + k;


